
Newspaper ad revenues have declined 
for more than 25 consecutive 
quarters and are half of what they 
were in 2005. At the same time, 
newspapers’ digital market share 

has evaporated in the face of new and aggressive 
competition. Numerous analysts believe that 
the crisis newspapers face is a revenue problem, 
not a cost problem. Yet the industry appears to 
be resolutely fixated on reducing costs, even if 
it means sacrificing revenue needed to fund a 
digital future.

Newspaper comic strip icon Pogo said it best: 
“We have seen the enemy, and it is us!” 

Newspapers are having great difficulty moving 
smartly into the digital age, sitting symbolically 
on horse-drawn carts piled high with legacy bag-
gage, mixed with assorted new technology.

The industry is trapped in a downward vortex 
because publishers are holding tight to tradition-
al practices that are no longer appropriate. News-
papers, which rely on advertising sales for about 
70% of their revenues, are still selling advertis-
ing like it’s the 1990s. They continue to embrace 
the publishing and sales practices they relied on 
when they had few competitors and could set 
the advertising agenda in their markets. Fortu-
nately there is still time to make the core busi-
ness healthier. 

The future for newspapers will become 
brighter when they move to solve their revenue 
problems by adopting new and better ways to 
package, price and sell advertising, while giving 

their customers what they want. Clayton Chris-
tensen (the Harvard Business School professor 
who is known for his theory of disruptive inno-
vation) repeats two of his key ideas in the Fall 
2012 Nieman Reports: 

“Focus on the jobs that your customers are ■■

hiring you to do;
“Create a separate business focused on tak-■■

ing advantage of the disruption – and give it 
permission to outcompete and outperform its 
parent.”
In order for newspapers to ensure that they can 

forge long-term, sustainable success, they must 
make five fundamental changes in how they go 
to market: 

Change the culture, which is key to successful ■■

change; 
Switch to simpler, systematic pricing and sales ■■

practices;  
Convert to compact format; ■■

Rethink the publishing cycle; ■■

Harness the power of technology – in print, ■■

digital and mobile platforms. 
Let’s take them one at a time:

Changing the Culture
Most companies and industries wait too long to 
recognize problems and even longer to act. And 
much of the resulting action is often inadequate 
or misdirected.

Newspapers are the venerable incumbents on 
a new playing field, facing a multiplicity of com-
petitors who are playing by new and different 
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rules. Chasing each innovation, while aggres-
sively stripping costs and resources out of the 
core business, is a recipe for trouble. Custom-
ers do not want to pay more for less, especial-
ly when there are plenty of alternatives. 

There’s an old adage, “the future isn’t 
what it used to be,” which certainly applies 
to newspapers these days. To revitalize their 
business model, publishers must change their 
focus from that of lowering operating costs 
(internally focused) to reducing the price that 
customers (readers and advertisers) pay, while 
delivering improved results or a better user 
experience (customer focused). 

When needs are emerging, customers look for 
performance. When needs are mature, custom-
ers look for lower costs. Investing in improved 
cost-effectiveness for mature needs can provide 
exceptional returns. The challenge for newspa-
pers is to operate the core business more cost 
effectively, while providing customers (advertis-
ers and readers), with better or improved prod-
ucts and service at realistic costs.  

Newspapers appear to have one side of the 
equation right. They are aggressively reduc-
ing certain costs. The challenge will be to 
deliver better products and/or more results 
at lower prices. That’s what competitors are 
now offering. 

Unless newspapers alter their internal 
operating culture to one focusing on their 
customers, the results will not be what pub-
lishers expect. The current model of charging 
customers more while delivering less (in print 
and digital) is the root cause of newspapers’ 
revenue and sustainability problems. Here’s 
how to make the core business healthier. 

pricing and Sales practices 
For more than a century, newspapers were 
the dominant advertising (and information) 
medium and were able to influence the 
advertising buying process and basically set 
the sales agenda. That influence started disap-
pearing about five to 10 years ago. Since then 
newspapers have been forced into a strange 
relationship where almost all rates are negoti-
ated or set by the advertisers – “take it or 
leave it.” It almost appears that there are as 
many rate plans as there are advertisers. 

In order to produce revenue, even at a 
greatly diminished pace, newspapers started 
accepting almost all propositions from adver-
tisers and their agencies, assuming that if the 
resulting revenue covered the variable costs 
of paper and ink, the bottom line would be 
protected.  

Newspaper sales activities now resemble 
what takes place in Turkish rug bazaars – 
haggling, price concessions and discounts 
– all justified based on marginal costs. This 
“marginal cost” thinking is what Christensen 
believes is holding back newspapers’ ability to 
fix the core business. 

Lately, numerous newspaper executives, 
notably Kirk Davis, COO of GateHouse 
Media, have urged the industry to regain 
control of pricing and to reinstate integrity, 

discipline and a simpler, systematic approach 
to advertising sales. Current practices cannot 
sustain newspapers in the future, because 
operating margins are shrinking even faster 
than revenues are falling. 

Many newspapers are finding success with 
simpler pricing practices built on modular ad 
units; standardized sales approaches; innova-
tive frequency packages, and smarter ways to 
buy and sell. 

Format reductions
Virtually every newspaper today has reduced 
its physical dimensions compared with what 
they were 10 years ago. In America, smaller 
formats are becoming more topical, with The 
Burlington Free Press converting to tabloid 
format in June 2012, and The Columbus 
Dispatch and The Cincinnati Enquirer mov-
ing to 3-Around compact format in the first 
quarter of this year. 

There are many reasons why format con-
versions have been in one direction – from 
larger to compact format. The broadsheet 
newspaper is cumbersome, awkward to use 
and inefficient in terms of expenditure and 
revenue generated per unit of newsprint/
labor consumed. 

It is also instructive that whenever readers 
have had a choice of buying the same paper 
in broadsheet or compact format, the smaller 
format is the preferred choice, by a wide mar-
gin. The results of the initial format conver-
sion by The Independent and The Times (of 
London) show that the compact/tabloid for-
mat was chosen by an overwhelming number 
of purchasers. 

When newspapers organize focus groups 
to determine readers’ preference for either 
broadsheet or compact formats, readers say 

they prefer compact in the range of about 
five to one.  

Broadsheet newspapers in North Ameri-
ca have been reticent about format change 
because they believe advertising revenue will 
be negatively impacted by the reduced adver-
tising space. As a result, most U.S. broadsheet 
newspapers have resorted to narrowing web 
width as a way to conserve newsprint. 

They also claim they are making it easier 
for readers to handle the newspaper. But once 

a newspaper reaches a page width of about 
11 inches, the resulting broadsheet becomes 
very awkward – tall and skinny, with nar-
rower columns. The question becomes what 
happens after the 11-inch wide broadsheet 
newspaper page?  

If newspapers were to adopt the detergent 
manufacturers’ formula of selling “loads” or 
“washes,” they would sell the impact that 
pages and portions of a page deliver. There is 
extensive research available that proves that “a 
page is a page,” documenting that the relative 
portion of a page that an ad occupies is more 
important than the physical size of the ad. 
There are examples of broadsheet newspapers 
that have successfully converted to compact 
formats with minimum loss of revenue and 
greater reader response.  

The lesson for newspapers is to embrace 
the Carpenters’ Rule: Measure twice and cut 
once. In other words, don’t rush through for-
mat change and new ways to sell in the next 
30 days. It took newspapers over 100 years to 
get to where they are now. Successful change 
does not happen overnight.  

Format change must be viewed as a means 
to revitalize the newspaper and make it more 
relevant to readers and advertisers, rather 
than simply a cost-cutting exercise to save 
newsprint and production costs. 

The publishing Cycle 
Some newspapers have opted to reduce 
the number of publishing days. Advance 
Publications Inc. created shock waves in 
the industry when they decided to print 
only three days per week in major dailies in 
Louisiana, Alabama, New York and Pennsyl-
vania, supplemented by a more robust digital 
platform in each market. While it may be 

When needs are emerging, customers look for 
performance. When needs are mature, customers  
look for lower costs. 



too early to assess the results of that move, 
it does open the door for other publishers to 
consider new publishing schedules that are 
created for today and tomorrow’s competitive 
environment. 

Newspapers should seriously examine 
supplementary controlled distribution pub-
lications that are designed to reach the most 
desirable neighborhoods – usually based on 
young families. Learning how to combine 
print and digital offerings via supplementary 
publications may become a great demonstra-
tion platform for the mothership daily.  

The Dallas Morning News has introduced 
a controlled distribution publication called 
Briefing, delivered Wednesday through Sat-
urday to select non-subscribers, which is gen-
erating favorable results for advertisers and 
readers alike.

Other newspapers are developing con-
trolled print publications that are directed 
to specific audiences or focused on topics 
such as real estate/home décor/improve-
ments or conventional alternative weeklies. 
The Toronto Star publishes a controlled distri-
bution weekly called The Grid, which distin-
guishes itself from the local alternative weekly 
by focusing on lifestyle articles and incorpo-
rating exceptional graphics and design for 
younger downtown dwellers. 

Metro and similar free daily products 
prove that people will read a newspaper if 
does the job of providing information and 
entertainment conveniently and with a min-
imum of hassle. 

There is still life in print products. What’s 
needed is more imagination and documented 
learning about how to better fill the needs of 
readers and advertisers. Thinking differently 
about publishing cycles can create new oppor-
tunities to extend the value of the print prod-
uct while developing new business models 
based on digital, mobile and social media. 

The power of Technology 
There is a dichotomy in how newspapers 
approach technology. To be competitive 
newspapers  are investing heavily in staff, 
hardware and software to build out digital, 
mobile and social media applications. Yet 
many of the processes and practices that the 
core newspaper relies on are still unchanged 
from what newspapers have done for 
decades.  

For example, most newspapers are still 
pricing advertising based on space purchased 
(inches or lines). The rep determines the cost 

of an ad using a calculator and multiplying 
rate times inches.  

When we analyze how newspapers sell 
advertising, we often find that the majority 
of ads are single insertions. Selling “one and 
done” advertising seriously undermines the 
effectiveness of newspaper advertising, since 
it doesn’t provide for frequency packages that 
deliver better results. 

Fortunately, there are pricing tools avail-
able that calculate the cost of campaigns, 
schedules and frequency programs. But 
unfortunately, relatively few newspapers 
take advantage of the power of technology 
to improve how reps can become more pro-
ductive while delivering better results for the 
advertisers. 

To compete more effectively in print, news-
papers will have to replace the entrenched 

legacy systems and practices that are based 
on what newspapers have been using for 
decades. Only then will newspapers be on an 
equal footing with new media competitors. 

Harnessing technology is more than giving 
a tablet computer or smart phone to every 
sales rep or manager. It requires new ways 
to think about the core business and to use 
these insights to fire up  adjacent business 
opportunities.  

While it’s fashionable to talk about “stop-
ping the presses” and going digital, publishers 
will be able to generate more profitable rev-
enue by using the five fundamental changes 
just described. While the future of newspa-
pers is digital and mobile, it will be difficult 
to successfully manage the transition from 
print without improving how newspapers 
handle their core business.  
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